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Focus
EFS System Used to Detect
Active Fatigue Cracks In
Bridges
by Marybeth Miceli
n it’s 2006 Status of the Nation’s
Highways, Bridges, and Transit:
Conditions and Performance report to
Congress, the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA), classified 26.7% of
594 101 U.S. bridges, as structurally deficient,
functionally obsolete or both.1 Though the
numbers are declining (Fig. 1), the failure in
2007 of the I-35W bridge in Minneapolis,
Minnesota left Americans wondering just
what an acceptable level of risk would be.
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FIGURE 1. Bridge deficiency trends, 1994
through 2004.2
The average age of a U.S. bridge is
approximately 50 years with a design life of
about the same duration. One bridge fails
each week as the result of closure or
collapse. At a minimum, disintegrating U.S.
bridges cause increased congestion,
pollution and economic loss. More
importantly, they cause loss of life.
Built in 1928, Silver Bridge was an eyebar
chain suspension bridge that spanned the
Ohio River from Point Pleasant, West
Virginia to Gallipolis, Ohio (Fig. 2). A design
in use for nearly a hundred years, its
structural reliability was ensured by
redundant supporting elements. Silver
Bridge differed from its predecessors, in that

high strength steel was used instead of
structural redundancy. In 1967, Silver Bridge
collapsed. The cause was corrosion fatigue
just 2.5 mm (0.1 in.) deep in a single eyebar.
Forty-six were killed and nine injured.

Figure 2. Silver Bridge following 1967
collapse.

National Bridge Inspection Program
The Silver Bridge collapse brought safety of
the national infrastructure into question and
a National Bridge Inspection Program was
initiated the following year. National Bridge
Inspection Standards (NBIS), with minimum
criteria for bridge inspections, were enacted
in 1971.3 These in turn served as a basis for
developing the Bridge Inspector’s Reference
Manual (BIRM).4 Today, each state is
responsible for the periodic (typically 2 years)
inspection of all public highway bridges
within its boundaries (excluding those
owned by the federal government).
Inspections are performed primarily by state
employees or consultants working for the
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state and are, in large part, visual
inspections, despite many technically
advanced evaluation tools available.
Regulatory programs and standards
notwithstanding, bridges continue to fail.
The Mianus River Bridge in Greenwich,
Connecticut is located along I-95, a critical
east coast interstate. In 1983, a 30.5 m
(100 ft.) section of its deck collapsed, killing
three, injuring dozens and interrupting
commerce and transportation for months.
Inspected the week before, the collapse was
the result of a growing fatigue crack.
Daniel Hoan Memorial Bridge is a tied
arch bridge connecting I-794 to the Lake
Freeway in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. In
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December of 2000, it was near collapse.
Cracking in two of three support girders
caused a portion of the bridge to first buckle,
and then sag several feet. Inspections
conducted several months earlier noted
cracking in girders. Though there was no injury
or loss of life, repairs cost 19 million dollars.
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In 1998, the FHWA’s Nondestructive Evaluation
Validation Center (NDEVC) began an intensive
state-of-the-practice survey to determine
current policies and practices in use in bridge
inspection. The Reliability of Visual Inspection
for Highway Bridges study was completed in
June, 2001. It confirmed visual inspection, by
far, as the prevailing method for bridge
inspection. Field studies consisting of
predefined inspection tasks including fatigue
crack indications in known fatigue sensitive
locations on NDEVC test bridges were
conducted. During the inspections, NDEVC
staff monitored 49 inspectors from 25 states.
Results of Study. Study reports showed that
visual inspection, as the conventional means
for bridge inspection, correctly identified crack
indications less than 10% of the time.5
I-35 Bridge Failure. As this text is prepared, a
final report specifying cause for the 2007 I-35
Bridge collapse in Minneapolis, Minnesota has
not been issued. Early press releases from the
U.S. National Transportation Safety Board have
implicated a design issue. Fatigue cracking,
however, prefigured heavily as one of the
possible causes and may still have some role in
the final determination.

Utilizing Funds Effectively

•

The prohibitive costs of maintenance and
repair of aging U.S. bridges and the urgent
need to protect public safety are engendering
vigorous debate in Congress. Topics under
discussion include a possible mandate
requiring the use of specific technologies in
bridge inspection. A more active role for the
FHWA in ensuring that inspections conducted
by the states and/or their contractors conform
more closely to National Bridge Inspection
Standards has also been discussed.6

Electrochemical Fatigue Sensors
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“Send NDT in ASAP. We’ll cool and
clean it later for repairs.”
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Tech Toon

FHWA Evaluates Bridge Inspections
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Hollis Humphries, TNT Editor
PO Box 28518, Columbus, Ohio 43228
(800) 222-2768 X206; fax (614) 274-6899
<hhumphries@asnt.org>
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Ron Nisbet’s article on professional ethics for technicians
is the first of a planned series. We hope you give it a
thoughtful read and then let us know what you think. If
you’d like to participate as a contributor in the series or
as a member of the review panel, contact the editor at
the number below.
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nots are a concept parents know. Pulling at a
child’s tightly knotted shoelace with fingernails
can be frustrating. But, with experience, parents
soon learn that the most stubborn of knots can be
effectively loosened with the tines of a dinner fork; thus
illustrating the importance of using the right tool. Bridge
inspection is a complicated knot and many technological
efforts are afoot to develop means to assess their
condition. Our April “Focus” discusses current
government bridge inspection programs and the
development of a tool used to evaluate fatigue cracking
in metals — the electrochemical fatigue sensor system.
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FROM THE EDITOR

Focus continued from page 1.
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The electrochemical fatigue sensor (EFS) system
was first developed in the early 1990’s for the
detection of cracks in aircraft, research that
was sponsored in part by the U.S. Air Force.
The system uses electrochemical principles to
detect the growth of corrosion products that
occur at the crack tip of actively growing
cracks; activity that may be occurring in known

fatigue cracks or in fatigue susceptible areas
not previously identified.
System Configuration. The EFS hardware
system includes the EFS sensor, EFS
electrolyte, and the EFS potentiostat data
link (PDL) (Fig. 3a, b and c). The EFS sensor
has several parts. A peel-back contact
adhesive on one side attaches the sensor to
the structure in an area of interest. Once
installed, the open area in the middle of the
sensor is filled through a filler tube with EFS
electrolyte as air is allowed to escape
through a bleeder tube. The sensor
electrode (stainless steel mesh) is
sandwiched between the upper and lower
sections of the sensor and is completely
covered with electrolyte when the sensor
has been filled.
The battery-powered, wireless PDL
contains an electronic module to control the
voltage difference between the working
electrode (structure under inspection) and
the reference electrode embedded in the
sensor. It is also configured to collect all
necessary field data.
How It Works. The EFS system anodically
polarizes the inspection area with a small,
applied voltage that causes a passive oxide
film to form on the surface in the area of
interest. During cyclical loading, mechanical
stress induces localized plasticity at the crack
tip that causes the passive film to break
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Clear cover
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Bleeder tube

(b)

Ground
Measured current

down. The film layer reforms as new steel is
exposed. This dissolution and repassivation
process gives rise to minute transient
currents. Analysis and comparison of various
current components between a crack
measurement (CM) sensor in the active crack
area and a reference (R) sensor located near
the CM sensor, but in an area where
cracking is improbable, can determine if
active fatigue cracks are present. Growing
cracks as small as 0.0254 mm (0.001 in.) can
be detected in the lab. In field use, growing
cracks as small as 0.25 mm (0.01 in.) may be
detected with 90% probability.
The EFS system only detects growing
fatigue cracks and, in doing so, assesses their
degree of activity. This allows fatigue crack
repairs to be prioritized in order of need.
Repairs for cracks that aren’t growing can be
eliminated, those progressing slowly can be
deferred while critical resources are applied
to those fatigue cracks in greatest need of
repair. An important aspect of the EFS system
is its ability to locate fatigue cracks while still
very small, when repair costs are low. Most
recently, the EFS system has found extensive
use to evaluate the efficacy of repairs made
to mitigate active fatigue damage.

Pennsylvania DOT Bridges
Built in the early 1970s, dual north-south
15-span steel bridges owned and maintained
by the Pennsylvania Department of
Transportation had been subjected to earlier
inspections (Fig. 4). Both exhibited existing
cracks at fatigue sensitive details. Cracking at
the toe of welds above bearing locations on
both structures was reported. Cracking at the
same location in girder webs was also
observed. These cracks had been drilled to
arrest further development. EFS inspections
were to determine if any of the cracks were
actively growing under ambient loads.

Potentiostat

Electrode
Electrolyte
Loaded structure to be examined

(c)

Testing Procedure
Sensor installation requires a clean and bare,
but not polished, metal surface. A power
wire wheel and 120 grit sandpaper were
used to remove paint and any dirt from
inspection areas. After paint removal, the
metal surface was cleaned with acetone to
remove any residual paint and debris. Sensor
arrays were then installed by removing the
self-adhesive backing and pressing them
firmly in place. The CM sensor is placed on
or slightly beyond the visible crack tip or
area of interest and the R sensor is placed
next to the CM sensor, so as to experience
similar elastic loading. The CM sensor is the
one located directly in line with the visible
crack and generally is the one located closest
to the detail or constraint. Following sensor
placement, the sensors were filled with the
EFS electrolyte by injecting the electrolyte
through the filler tube. Filler and bleeder
tubes were then sealed to prevent leakage.
Sensor installations completed, the
potentiostat data links (PDL’s) were installed
(affixed magnetically) and connected to the
sensors. Wireless communication was then
registered and the bias, gain, and data
acquisition rate was set for each PDL.
Typically, a bias of 0.4 volts, a gain of 1, and
a data acquisition rate of 200 Hz were used
for the testing described herein. Testing was
conducted during normal bridge operation
with ambient traffic that included heavy
truck traffic.

Data Collection And Analysis
Wireless communications were used to
trigger data collection and the data were
stored locally on the individual PDL’s. After
data collection was complete, the data were
downloaded from each PDL wirelessly to the
laptop computer for analysis and data
archiving. EFS data were collected for each
of the EFS sensor arrays while ambient
traffic flowed on the bridge, including truck
traffic. Multiple data sets were collected for
each of the locations to illustrate system
repeatability. Due to the irregular nature of
highway bridge loading, as compared to
sinusoidal loading, a proprietary algorithm is
used to analyze the data collected from each
array, as described in earlier sections.

Test Results

Figure 3. EFS hardware system: (a) top view
of sensor, (b) side view of sensor applied in
inspection area and (c) potentiostat.7

Figure 4. Dual-span Pennsylvania DOT
bridge assayed with EFS system to
determine which previously identified
fatigue cracks were continuing to grow
under ambient load.7

Results of the testing at the two bridge
structures indicated that five of the eight
crack locations were actively growing under
normal bridge traffic (Table 1). Location 1
was at a crack located at the toe of the

Focus continued on page 4.
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Focus continued from page 3.
beam to girder weld (Fig. 5). Location 1 was
inspected with a customized flexible large
weld EFS sensor to interrogate the cracked
area along the toe of the weld oriented
transverse to the bridge. Test results indicate
that this crack was actively growing. This is
apparent in both the frequency domain and
the time domain results (Fig. 6). The ratio
between the CM sensor and the R sensor
magnitude is large and they exhibit
different frequency responses to the loading
conditions. The maximum ratio between the
EFS CM sensor and the R sensor signal is on
the order of 5.5 at this location, indicating
crack growth.

Location 8, PDL 62, is located adjacent to
the drill stop on girder 1 at pier 11 on the
southbound span (Fig. 7). Results of the
inspection at this location indicated that
crack growth is not yet evident beyond this
stop drill. Figure 8 shows that the ratio
between the CM and the R sensors is

negligible and that the frequency response
of the sensors is similar. The maximum ratio
between the CM and the R sensors is 1.5 at
this location.

Summary
The EFS system is an effective tool in
assaying growth activity in known cracks
and in locating previously undetected
cracks in fatigue sensitive details.
Knowing which fatigue cracks need
urgent repair and which can be deferred
or need no attention at all, allows for the
most effective use of resources. In
addition, the ability to detect incipient
fatigue cracking very early in
development also allows early repair
when costs are lowest. Reinspection with
the EFS system following repairs or
retrofit can verify their adequacy.

(a)

(a)

(b)
(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Location 1 at pier 11 on
northbound structure: (a) area to be
inspected prior to sensor installation and
(b) custom flexible large weld EFS crack
measurement (CM) and reference (R) sensors
installed.7

Figure 6. Test results from location 1:
(a) frequency and (b) time domain indicating
crack growth.7

(b)

Figure 7. Sensors and PDL installation at
inspection location adjacent to drill stop to
verify efficacy of repair.7

Figure 8. Test results for location 8 indicate
little to no crack growth in (a) frequency
and (b) time domain.7

Table 1. Results for EFS system inspection for eight bridge fatigue cracks.
Crack-PDL
number
Northbound
1-53
2-60
3-56
Southbound
4-57
5-63
6-52
7-54
8-62

Location

7

Description

Visually Ratio Activity
detected CM/R* level

girder 1, pier 11, span 12
girder 7, pier 11, span 12
girder 7, pier 11, span 12

transverse weld toe crack on outer side of girder at floorbeam (pier 11)
one location at vertical weld toe crack propagated into base metal of floorbeam web
one location at weld toe crack noted at 2-60 weld, several inches above first crack

yes
yes
no

5.5
2.8
1.5

active
active
none observed

girder
girder
girder
girder
girder

four crack locations along toe of welds at girder to floorbeam connection, both sides of girder yes
description for 4-57
yes
see description for 4-57
yes
see description for 4-57
yes
one location adjacent to stop drill in web of girder 1
no

2.3
3.4
3.5
3.5
1.5

minimal
active
active
active
none observed

1,
1,
1,
1,
1,

pier
pier
pier
pier
pier

11,
11,
11,
11,
11,

span
span
span
span
span

12
12
12
12
12

*Ratio between output of crack measurement (CM) sensor and output of reference sensor (R) is deciding factor in determining fatigue crack activity. Generally, crack
growth is indicated when ratio of CM sensor output to R sensor output in both frequency and time domains is at least 2.0. Ratios of 1.3 to 2.0 indicate microplasticity
may be occurring and area under inspection is at elevated risk for future crack growth. Output below 1.3 generally indicates little to no crack growth.
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A: The “Inbox” question in the NDT Technician for dragging of a yoke
during inspection should be clarified further. This answer leads others to
believe that this is allowable. It is not listed in the code or standard
because it is not acceptable. If it were, there would be a travel speed for
dragging. To drag a yoke, the legs would not be fully in contact with

•

Q: Readers respond to “Inbox” yoke dragging query (Vol. 7, No. 1).

•

A: ASNT only publishes standards regarding the certification of NDT
personnel, so the answer to your questions is no, we don't have a
standard for visual inspection. The AWS welding codes and ASME
Section XI do discuss VT requirements within those documents.

•

Q: Is there an ASNT standard for the visual inspection? M.M., Derby, UK

•

A: I’ve noticed a few inquiries lately about Section 8.2.2 of SNT-TC-1A
(2001) in the “Inbox”. Having run into this particular issue myself a
couple of years ago during an audit, I have this to offer. Section 8.2.2
states in part “... distinguishing and differentiating contrast among
colors or shades of gray used in the method... .” In MT and PT
inspections, this usually means color vision capable of determining red
powder and/or red dye. In radiography this would be shades of gray.
The Ishihara color vision test is one of the accepted and standard tests
used to meet the needs and requirements for color vision tests. A test
standard does exist for gray scale — the Pelli-Robinson test. Called my
ophthalmologist and he referred me to a supplier. S.C., Bakersfield, CA

•

Q: Reader response to “Inbox” (Vol. 6, No. 2; Vol. 7, No. 1) SNT-TC-1A 2001,
paragraph 8.2.2 (Color Contrast Differentiation) queries.

•

INBOX

the part, which would lower the lines of flux. I believe this would lead
to smaller or subsurface flaws being missed. D.H., Anchorage, AK
A: A recent question in the TNT “Inbox” pertained to magnetic particle
yoke inspection. While the answer is accurate, it occurred to me that
there may be another aspect that should also be addressed. While I’ve
never seen this dragging done during an inspection, I would presume
that in order to drag the yoke, it needs to be tilted away from
perpendicular. There are a few technical papers that have looked at the
coupling of a yoke as the angle is altered from ideal. As the yoke is
tilted, there is less area in physical contact with the specimen. Authors
have theorized that tilting decreases the inductance, increases the coil
(within yoke handle) current, and decreases the amount of magnetic
flux induced in the specimen. It is likely that a procedure qualified with
perfect coupling would see a decrease in sensitivity when applied with
an altered dragged yoke method, although it’s possible that this
person’s application is seeking only very gross defects. Several articles
that mention this tilting idea are below. Rick Lopez; Center for
Nondestructive Evaluation, Iowa State University; Ames, IA
Walther, K.G., R.G. Walther and A.M. Watt. “Computer Monitoring of
Coupling in Magnetic Particle Testing.” Materials Evaluation, Vol. 50,
No. 10. Columbus, OH: American Society for Nondestructive Testing
(1992): pp. 1237–1239, 1245.
Walther, K.G., R.G. Walther and A.M. Watt. “Need for Coupling Quality in
Magnetic Particle Testing.”Materials Evaluation, Vol. 50, No. 10.
Columbus, OH: American Society for Nondestructive Testing (1992): pp.
1210, 1212-1216.
“NDT Fundamentals, Magnetic Particle Testing.” [Part 3, The Magnetic
Flow Method.], INSIGHT: Non-Destructive Testing and Condition
Monitoring. Vol. 40, No. 3. Northampton, UK: British Institute of NonDestructive Testing. (March 1998): 220-221.
E-mail, fax or phone your questions for “Inbox” to the Editor:
<hhumphries@asnt.org>, phone (800) 222-2768 X206, fax (614) 274-6899
X206,fax (614) 274-6899. TNT
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Feature
Professional Ethics
for the
NDT Technician
by Ronald T. Nisbet
This article introduces a new TNT series
focused on ethics issues for the
technician. With input from you, our
readers, its purpose is to provide insight
into the experiences of NDT technicians
involved in the day-to-day practice of
NDT. By identifying the difficulties and
pressures you encounter and the
responses you make to them, the series
hopes to clarify appropriate responses for
situations that challenge professional
integrity.
ost professional
organizations issuing licenses
require adherence to an
ethical code and acceptance
of that code must be shown in writing
prior to licensing. Such is the case for
ASNT’s ACCP Level II and ASNT Level III
certification; with the applicable code
and requisite signature part of the
application form itself. For the general
membership, there is in addition, the
“Code of Ethics for Members of the
American Society for Nondestructive
Testing” (published annually in the Ready
Reference issue of Materials Evaluation
and online
<http://www.asnt.org/keydocuments/
codeofethics/codeofethics.htm>).1
Though it does not require a signed
acknowledgment, its precepts are meant
to guide the actions and conduct of all
ASNT members. Two directives from the
member code of ethics are perhaps
particularly relevant when technicians
find themselves subjected to inspection
related pressures.

M

9. To perform their work in the highest
professional manner, protecting the
life, safety and health of their
associates and of the general public.

Internal Pressures
Code of Ethics
Integrity, as defined by the American
Heritage Dictionary® of the English
Language, is “Steadfast adherence to a
strict moral or ethical code.”2 On a daily
basis, Level I and II NDT personnel
encounter critical issues requiring them to
make acceptance or rejection decisions.
Most NDT technicians work long hours,
often in difficult conditions. In addition,
they sometimes find themselves subject to
pressure from clients, upper management
and fabrication representatives. How does
an NDT technician conduct himself in
these situations?

Level I and II Certification
Most technicians working in the United
States have been certified in accordance
with the written practice of their
company, a practice based upon ASNT’s
Recommended Practice No. SNT-TC-1A:
Personnel Qualification and Certification
in Nondestructive Testing.3 That is to say,
the technicians have met certain
experience requirements, documented
their training and passed written and
practical examinations. They do not, as a
rule, have to accept that they will adhere
to a specific code of ethics.

External Pressures
2. To pursue their professional
discipline and activities in a
spirit of fairness to all
concerned — employer,
employees, customers and
competitors — consistent
with the high ideals of
personal honor and integrity.
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decision may be clear-cut with specific
acceptance or rejection criteria, a
fabricator, welder or installer will often
resist negative results and impose upon
the NDT technician to change a “reject”
to an “accept.” Inexperienced technicians
are particularly vulnerable to this kind of
pressure, especially when the individual
making the request is more experienced.
Time Constraints. Another source of
pressure arises when time limits and
construction goals are affected by a
rejection. The item being examined may
be on a critical path that limits the actual
amount of time available for the
examination. As a result, the technician
may feel rushed and inclined to devote
an insufficient amount of time to the
examination.

Resistance to Negative Results.
Technicians encounter external pressure
when they are asked to, or when it is
inferred they should, report a result other
than what was actually obtained by the
technician in his examination. Even
though the acceptance or rejection

Lack of Experience. Sometimes the
technician has insecurities based upon
lack of experience or uncertainty about
the examination technique. The
examination result may be a rejection but
it is very marginal and the technician may
be tempted to accept the item and avoid
the added scrutiny.
Working Environment. Sometimes the
pressures come from working conditions
at the inspection site; conditions such as
extreme heat or cold. In situations such as
these, the technician may be tempted to
devote inadequate time to the job by
putting physical comfort first.
In some instances, technicians that
work in radioactive areas may be
concerned about radiation exposure and
rush to complete their examination. In
another example, technicians may
become anxious because the inspection
location is in an area that is difficult or
hazardous to access. He may
subconsciously rush and make an
inadequate examination.

Conscious Lack of Integrity
The long, sad list of instances of
technicians looking for and finding
“shortcuts” to complete their work is
based upon an unwillingness to conduct
a proper examination due to laziness. In
radiography, there are numerous
instances of repeating a shot and
changing the identity numbers; a
practice reflected in the film “The China
Syndrome.”4 There are verified instances
of this practice that have taken place in
bridge radiography and during
construction of the Trans-Alaska
pipeline.5 Penetrameter 2-T holes have

If you would like to become a
contributor to the “Professional Ethics
for the NDT Technician” series or would
like to participate as a member of the
review panel, contact the editor.
Hollis Humphries, TNT Editor, PO Box
28518, Columbus, Ohio 43228; (800)
222-2768 X206; fax (614) 2746899;<hhumphries@asnt.org>. TNT
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We encourage input from our readers.
What is your experience? Have you
personally met with the situations
described above or similar situations?
How did you respond to the pressure to
alter test results? Comments, questions or
suggestions should be directed to the
TNT editor. Any contributions for this
series will be reviewed for relevance and
usefulness as a basis for discussion.
Requests to remain unnamed will be
honored. Topics to be covered in the
series will include:
• Pressures to change results
• Pressures to ignore results
• Pressure relating to
rejection/acceptance borderline
• Decisions about access to test areas
• Falsifying results
We hope this forum for discussion proves
helpful in maintaining the integrity of
your NDT practice.
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Ronald T. Nisbet is an ASNT Professional
Level III in UT, MT and PT and is a
professional engineer in the state of
California. Ron has been involved in
NDT since 1960 and is an active ASNT
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When reading the actions described
above, the proper responses seem clear.
However, when experienced personally,
the decisions become more difficult and a
proper response is perhaps more obscure.
Ensuing articles in this series intend to
illustrate situational examples such as
those cited, along with some discussion
of the ethical response in each case. In
addition, the series will suggest some
practical guidelines for maintaining
professional integrity.

volunteer. He is a founding member of
the Technicians Advisory Committee
that provides oversight for this
publication. In addition, he is acting
chair of the “Professional Ethics for the
NDT Technician” review panel. Ron can
be reached at (530) 269-1245, fax (530)
269-1240, <rtnisbet@earthlink.net>.
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been darkened on the film or penciled
in. In ultrasonic thickness measurements,
quota requirements have been met by
writing in numbers instead of taking the
actual measurement, a practice known
as “pencil whipping.” In every
examination method, results have been
reported when no examination was
made.
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PRACTITIONER
PROFILE
Warren Tessari
Warren Tessari is a native Canadian that lives and works “smack dab
in the middle of the western half of Canada.” He began working in
NDT 13 years ago when a friend started his own NDT company and
offered Warren a job. They’ve worked to create a niche for their
services by being the best data gatherers possible.

How did you begin your career in NDT?
When I was in university, I worked during the summers doing
pipeline radiography. That’s where I met Phil Bedard. Phil had
learned aircraft mechanics and nondestructive testing in the
military. In 1994, he started his own
company and asked me to go to
work for him.

You actually look inside a piece of process equipment or what
have you with your eyes.
What kind of industries or structures use remote visual testing?
Number one would be the oil and gas industry, a lot of the
downstream end of things — refining, processing, whether it’s
an actual refinery or a petrochemical facility making plastics.
That’s probably our largest market for the video side. Structures
include everything — exchangers, furnaces, boilers, underground
piping, vessels — I’ve even stood on the tops of flare tips to run
cameras down those. If someone needs to see inside of
something that they can’t or shouldn’t get into themselves, we
generally can find a way to help them.

Had you studied NDT in college?

What other NDT methods do you use?

Strangely enough, my background
was English literature and
philosophy. It doesn’t sound that
applicable but language study does
provide logic skill sets that do apply.

We do infrared inspections — qualitative thermal imaging or
quantitative infrared thermography where we measure the exact
temperature of something; in an electrical survey for example,
where you need to know the temperature to see how critical
something is or the surface temperature of a boiler, say with an
exotic metal of some sort. If you know the right value to put into
the camera, it will give you very precise temperatures back. We
use infrared to look for leaks in a building envelope, where air is
infiltrating or exfiltrating. A lot of our applications go in that
direction. We take specific views of the side of a building and
then stitch them all together in software so that we have an
overall thermal map of the building.
Ground penetrating radar is another method we’ve added
on. The GPR wavelength actually penetrates soil or concrete.
Our most basic procedure is inspecting concrete slabs or the
walls and floors of buildings. We make sure there’s no electrical
conduit or post-tension cable in the way before they core for
renovation. On the more weird and wonderful end of that,
we’ve used GPR in very old burial sites for first nations, looking
for old burials — cemetery surveys, looking for old burials in
those as well. We use GPR to provide engineering support in
construction of new bridges, so when they want to verify their
construction techniques say in a concrete girder, we can give
them millimeter accurate concrete coverage over top of rebar
inside the girders. That’s one of the most typical applications we
do on bridges. Oftentimes, we use GPR to look for say,
subsurface instability before they do a heavy cranelift. We go
over the top of the concrete in an industrial facility and if
there’s a change in the soil in a certain area that looks similar to
what you’d see if you had an air pocket underneath, we target
the area so that the client can do some cores before they set
their crane up.
Recently, we’ve begun to use an infrared-based camera for
gas leak imaging — fugitive emission detection. The camera
allows you to see gases such as methane, natural gas, or
propane. In the past, a handheld sniffer was used to try to
follow the gas around and find the leak. With infrared, you can

How did you receive NDT training?
Most of it was in-house. Our
company conducts in-house Level I,
Level II, and Level III training and
certification based on criteria similar to SNT-TC-1A. In addition,
the company encourages outside courses as needed, if they are
applicable to what we do. But, everything else is in-house.
What types of NDT did you do initially?
It was pretty basic at first. When the company started, there
were just a few employees using the standard NDT methods. But,
Phil had always been interested in video inspection and bought a
video probe. That was the first piece of equipment that was sort
of nonstandard. Most NDT firms at the time were familiar with
videoscopes but the equipment wasn’t specialized even though it
was applied to all sorts of jobs. Some companies had the
equipment on site but just used it occasionally to look at tubes
or similar structures. Often, it would get broken and sit in the
corner. Early on, our company decided to tailor the equipment to
the application. We added multiple pieces, introduced robotic
crawlers, pipe cameras and custom built systems. We learned
how the equipment worked and how to use it to get the best
results. We strove to be the best data gatherers we could be.
How is a remote visual inspection system configured?
Basically, you’re putting a camera system of some sort either on a
robotic crawler or videoscope — essentially a long piece of
articulating or non-articulating spaghetti with a light on the end.
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caribou calves. They are very far up in glaciers and forests and I
was circling around the mountain peaks looking down. You look
for their heat signatures and count them.

follow the stream back and actually see exactly where it’s
coming from.
Where have you traveled in your work?

That’s very interesting. Can that be done for other animals?
The farthest north has been Inuvik, in Canada’s Northwest
Territories. I’ve been to the Gulf of Mexico a few times to do
video inspection on platforms and last year I was in Egypt doing
thermal imaging of paraffin in large crude storage tanks.
Paraffin builds up on the tank bottoms and we use infrared to
determine the levels. We’ve augmented the infrared imaging
with computer-aided design to render volume as well.

Very well might. I’ve noticed that birds and other animals have
strong heat signatures that you can pick up quite well.
Are there other areas in NDT you’d like to investigate?
A couple, the software side of remote visual. That’s an area
coming into its own. Laser imaging is another area I’d like to
know more about.

What’s the worst part of the work you do in NDT?

What advice do you offer to those considering NDT careers?

I guess it would be that many of our clients don’t know until the
last minute whether they will need us or not. The company tries
to make sure that we have a life outside of work but sometimes,
especially during turnaround season, you don’t get a lot of
heads-up before you have to go out the door. You get used to it.

Language skills and problem-solving abilities are very important.
If you can walk into a situation, understand it, resolve it and
then communicate what happened, that’s fantastic. You can get
the NDT training but if you don’t have the language skills, it’s an
uphill battle, especially when it comes to written reports.
Another thing is self-discipline. Be able to operate on your own.
Also a college education is not always requisite but it definitely
demonstrates the ability to accomplish things.

What’s the best part of your work?
One thing is getting to work with cutting edge technology.
Another is that I really enjoy working with our clients.
What’s been your most unusual application of NDT?

You can reach Warren at Maverick Inspection, Ltd.
#22, 161 Broadway Blvd.; Sherwood Park, AB T8H 2A8, Canada;
(780) 467-1606; email <warren@maverickinspection.com>. TNT

A couple of years ago, I flew around the Rocky Mountains in a
little two-seater, single-engine aircraft using infrared to look for
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Across

Down

1. Passage of a gas by diffusion through a solid material where there is no
physical leak in the sense of an opening or defect.
3. Term used to denote the time it takes for a leak detector to yield an output
equal to 63% of the maximum signal (stable peak) obtained when helium was
previously applied indefinitely to the system inlet.
6. In mass spectrometer dynamic vacuum testing, the ______ of the system under
test has a significant influence on response time.
8. Factors affecting the sensitivity and response time of a vacuum test system
include the speed at which the gas is removed by the pump(s), the ______
under test, and the sensitivity of the leak detector used.
9. The three essential parameters involved in the dynamics of gases are volume,
___________ and pressure.
11. This type of high vacuum pump has no moving mechanical parts, uses a vapor
jet to sweep gas from the vacuum chamber and achieves pressures as low as
1 nPa (10 ptorr).
13. ____ is generally not used as a tracer gas for leak testing because it is very
expensive.
14. Most gases involved in the outgassing of a test system with no cryopumps are
______________.
17. This unit of pressure is defined as nearly equal to 1.000 mm Hg (133.322 Pa) or
1/760 of a standard atmosphere.
18. Pressure of a gas relative to a vacuum and independent of atmospheric
pressure.
19. Vacuum roughing (mechanical) pumps are generally able to evacuate a
chamber from ___________ pressure to an absolute pressure of about 1.3 Pa
(10-2 mm Hg).
20. _______ temperature may affect leakage rate from a calibrated permeation
type standard leak.
21. As the pressure in a space decreases, the length of the mean free path of gas
molecules in that space becomes ______.
22. Diffusion pump oils for high vacuum leak testing should have low vapor
pressure, be chemically and thermally stable, have high molecular weight and
low _________.
26. In this mode, helium will flow through a leak at a faster rate than air.
27. Outgassing during leak testing can be eliminated faster by ______ the material
while pumping.
29. Pressure is best defined as _____ per unit area.
30. When conducting a helium detector probe test of a vessel using a helium mass
spectrometer, the ______ speed of the sampling probe will affect the attainable
test sensitivity.
31. This type of gage is used to measure pressures ranging from 1-500 µm Hg in a
vacuum system.
32. Ions in a mass spectrometer analyzer tube have a ________ charge.
33. Helium standard leaks that range from 10-1 to 10-5 standard cubic centimeters
per second are known in general terms as _________ standard leaks.

2. A pressure of 1__________ (101 kPa) is defined as the pressure required to
support a column of mercury 76 cm high at 0 °C at sea level.
4. When a liquid in a confined place no longer __________, the partial pressure of
the space has reached a condition of equilibrium equal to the vapor pressure
of the liquid.
5. Gas sample analysis in the mass spectrometer leak detector is based upon the
fact that the tracer gas ions have a _________ radius of curvature in the
magnetic field than the other gas ions in the sample.
7. The diffusion pump in a mass spectrometer leak detector must not be vented
to atmosphere while the system is operating because the oil vapors may
_______ and backstream through the system.
10. The ________ in a helium mass spectrometer is used to rough down the
internal high vacuum system and back the diffusion pump or turbomolecular
pump.
11. Increasing detector probe speed over the area being examined _________ test
sensitivity.
12. Term for the spontaneous evolution of gas and vapor from materials in a
vacuum as pressure is reduced.
14. Generally speaking, _______ is considered to be absolutely leak-tight.
15. A cold trap(s) in a large high vacuum chamber pump system prevents
_____________ of diffusion pump oil and removes condensable vapors.
16. Primary function of a cold trap in a helium mass spectrometer is to remove
___________ vapors from the system.
23. Helium is often used as a tracer gas for leak testing because it has low mass
and is _____.
24. The _______ tube and the diaphragm dial gage can be used to monitor
pressure in a vacuum vessel during pumpdown from atmosphere to 2.6 kPa
(20 mm Hg).
25. In this mode, air will flow through a leak at a faster rate than helium.
28. Type of leak that occurs from an isolated pocket within a vacuum system.

Across
1. permeation
3. response
6. volume
8. volume
9. temperature
11. diffusion
13. neon
14. noncondensable
17. torr

18. absolute
19. atmospheric
20. ambient
21. longer
22.viscosity
26. molecular
27.baking
29. force
30. linear

31. pirani
32. positive
33. capillary
Down
2. atmosphere
4. evaporates
5. different
7. oxidize
10. forepump

11.
12.
14.
15.
16.
23.
24.
25.
28.

decreases
outgassing
nothing
backstreaming
condensable
inert
Bourdon
viscous
virtual
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Answers

Clues adapted from Supplement to Recommended Practice SNT-TC-1A (Q&A
Book): Levels I, II and III, Mass Spectrometer Testing Method.
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